
Bouquet Accepted to Plug and Play IoT
Accelerator Program
Immersive 12-week program champions
investor relations and collaboration

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, USA,
April 16, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Bouquet, an AI-startup located in San
Francisco, CA, has been accepted to
participate in Plug and Play's prestigious
12-week IoT accelerator program. This
particular program is part of an even
greater ecosystem that Plug and Play
has created to support, encourage and
provide the necessary tools in order for
the next generation of ideas and
companies to succeed. Bouquet will now
be able to create first-hand relationships
with corporations and CVC’s from
tailored one-on-one meetings, participate
in deal flow, attend public events and
receive guided exposure with venture
capitalists.

"We source hundreds of startups per batch based on the technology interests of our corporate

Our partners have been
excited about Bouquet's
solution and compelling
business model and we look
forward to bringing them into
our IoT ecosystem.”

Sobhan Khani, VP at Plug
and Play IoT and Mobility

partners," says Sobhan Khani, VP at Plug and Play IoT and
Mobility. "Our partners have been excited about Bouquet's
solution and compelling business model and we look forward
to bringing them into our IoT ecosystem."

Aristotle, the name of Bouquet’s AI-chatbot, is a pioneer in the
AI race to automate how endless data is received, shared and
understood. With Aristotle, enterprises are now able to
interact with their data simply and naturally with voice
recognition. Aristotle is always on, delivering smart and
flexible analytics through conversations on mobile devices
using standard messaging tools and voice-activated

interfaces.

“Bouquet is excited to share how Aristotle is creating a new, magical experience for users with the
integration of AI (artificial intelligence), BI (business intelligence) and CI (conversational interfaces),”
says CEO and Co-Founder, Adrien Schmidt. “Plug and Play's guidance and extensive resources will
truly help bring this new experience to life.”

Schedule a demo today to see how Aristotle is changing the conversation about analytics and how it

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://bouquet.ai/
http://bouquet.ai/contact/


can be implemented into your enterprise
to create lasting results.

For more information, visit their website
www.bouquet.ai.

For media enquires, please email
melissa@bellivy.com.

About Plug and Play
Plug and Play has developed a world-
class ecosystem that provides
entrepreneurs the best opportunity to
succeed. Throughout the past decade,
they have established themselves as is
the leading Global Innovation Platform,
bringing together startups, growth-stage
companies, investors, mentors, and
Fortune 500 corporations. They help
accelerate over 150 companies annually
through investments and their 12-week
industry-specific growth strategy to
develop opportunities and collaborations.
They aim to inspire on a global stage,
having 22 locations worldwide. Their
success stories include PayPal,
SoundHound and DropBox.

About Bouquet
Bouquet was co-founded in 2015 by
Adrien Schmidt and Marios Anapliotis
and provides the world’s first enterprise
software for conversational analytics,
changing the way data is shared,
received and understood. The AI-
powered chatbot, Aristotle, is able to
increase time and efficiency by turning data analytics into data visualizations, emails, text and voice
through natural language. Aristotle is always “on”, providing a virtual personal assistant on the go,
24/7 and in the palm of your hands. Visit their website http://bouquet.ai/ for more information. Follow
Adrien on Twitter @a_schm, connect with him on LinkedIn and/or send him an email at
adrien@bouquet.ai.
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